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The EECOM 2019 Conference took place May 10-12, 2019 on the bank of the South
Saskatchewan River at the University of Saskatchewan on Treaty 6 territory, Saskatoon, Canada.
The theme of the EECOM Conference in 2019 was “Action on Climate Change Through
Education,” making this the first national environmental education conference with a focus on
climate change education. Our aim was to increase action on climate change through education by
bringing together educators, students, policy makers, researchers, and community members to
discuss and collaborate on this important and timely topic.
Four concurrent session strands focused on PreK-12 Education, Higher Education,
Community Education, and Indigenous Education. The EECOM 2019 conference offered a mix of
presentation styles and formats, which supported participants of all backgrounds and learning
styles. There were keynote plenaries, panel discussions, hands-on workshops, place-based field
trips, pre-conference field trips, leadership seminars, and more.
The conference was co-hosted by SaskOutdoors, the Sustainability Education Research
Institute (SERI), and the Sustainability and Education Policy Network (SEPN). The conference
organizers’ opening remarks from SERI and SEPN Director, Dr. Marcia McKenzie, and SaskOutdoors
board member, Karen McIver are included below.
M arcia McKenzie:
Welcome to the 2019 EECOM conference. My name is Marcia McKenzie and beside me is
Karen McIver, and we will be hosting this morning’s opening session. We are grateful to be meeting
on Treaty 6 territory and the homeland of the Metis. Following these opening remarks, we will be
joined by Elder Bertha Duquette to provide a welcome and start to our meeting.
We are also pleased to be greeted this morning by the Dean of the College of Education
here at the U of S, SK education members of government and opposition, and a student drum
group from St. Frances McPhearson school. Thank you all for joining us in recognition of the
importance of environmental education and climate change education for this province and country
and beyond.

This event follows over two decades of EECOM conferences. Since the early 90’s, EECOM
has been the national association for environmental education and communication, and provides an
important role in bridging provincial and territorial work in these areas. The conference provides an
opportunity to come together to advance environmental educaiton and communication across
Canada.Thank you to the EECOM board and its current chair, Adam Young, for all your work year
round to keep this organization active and providing a home base for collaboration and action.
Karen and I are opening the event this morning as representatives of the co-hosting
organizations for this year’s conference, and building on our collaboration in hosting two prior
environmental education conferences held here at the UofS in 2013 and 2016. Karen is a past
president of SaskOutdoors, our fantastic provincial specialist organization in outdoor and
environmental education, and is also responsible for SaskOutdoors leadership on the wonderful
journal, ‘Of Land of Living Skies: A Community Journal on Place, Land, and Learning.’ As co-hosts I
want to extend our thanks to Karen, as well as coordinator, Leah Japp, Board Chair, Sean Brandt,
and the rest of the SaskOutdoors Board and other volunteers for their work towards this week.
We are excited to also have been able to work with EECOM on this conference, to have old
and new colleagues and students from across the country here at the UofS where myself and
colleagues in the College of Education and our centre, the Sustainability Education Research
Institute (SERI) work daily. (In fact, as a side note, we are pleased to be the alma mater for Karen,
Adam, and Sean, who all did their Master’s here in Educational Foundations - so prospective
students, you would be in good company!).
Hosted out of the SERI centre in the College of Education is the international Sustainability
and Education Policy Network (SEPN), which is also a hosting organization for this event. Many of
you may have corresponded already with Nicola Chopin, SEPN’s project manager, who has been
central to organizing this event. A huge thank you to her, and to Leah, as well as PhD student,
Kristen Hargis, for all their behind the scenes work to get this event ready and over the coming
days. I also want to recognize my faculty colleagues Janet McVittie and Alex Wilson in the College
of Education for their planning and advising work, and to Janet McVittie, Scott Thompson, and
Sean Brandt for their coordination of the fabulous field trips planned for this afternoon.
We would also like to thank our Golden Eagle sponsors, the UofS conference fund, the U of S
Undergraduate Environmental Programs office, the UofS College of Education, and Tourism
Saskatchewan for their generous funding. They have contributed to making this conference
possible and we are grateful for their collaboration and support. There are many other sponsors, as
you can see, who will also be thanked in the coming days. Finally thank you all for making the
commitment to be here, for your contributions to the program as chairs, speakers, keynotes, and
more. Now I will pass it over to Karen to talk about why we are here to focus on this year’s
conference theme.
Karen M cIver:
This event is the first ever national conference with a themed focus on ‘climate change
education’. We are proud to have this focus because we know that Climate change is the most
urgent issue facing global society, and that education and communication are central to motivating
and enabling our collective capacity to act. It is such an important time to come together to talk
about action on climate change through education across Canada and globally. Last year, the UN
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released a report warning that only 12 years
remain to take significant action to keep to a maximum of 1.5 degrees C temperature increase from
pre-industrial levels, and reduce the likelihood of human extinction.
Climate change is already affecting human health through heat waves, flooding, and spread
of illnesses such as lyme disease; causing significant species extinction as we heard this week
through the latest UN intergovernmental report; and generally impacting the ability of the earth’s
ecosystems to sustain our physical, economic, social and environmental needs. The world’s children
have responded to the urgency of the situation through the school climate strikes initiated by Greta
Thunberg, with hundreds of thousands of students compelled to protest rather than attend school
for a future that is so uncertain.
Responding to the school climate strikes and related ‘extinction rebellion’ protests, earlier this
month, lawmakers in the UK Parliament declared a state of "environmental and climate
emergency," making it the first country in the world to do so. They have committed the UK to net
zero emissions by 2050. On May 1, the EAUC or the Alliance for Sustainability Leadership in
Education, representing over 200 post-secondary educational institutions, followed suit in declaring
a Climate Emergency and recommending all their affiliate institutions do the same and commit to a
minimum target of net zero emissions by 2050.
We have to take action now, because as Greta Thunberg, the 16 year old Swedish climate
activist reminds us on her twitter feed “We have to understand the emergency of the situation. Our
leadership has failed us. Young people must hold older generations accountable for the mess they
have created. We need to get angry, and transform that anger into action.” (23 December 2018).
Here in Canada, children, youth, and community members have also been joining the school
climate strikes. Over 100 students were at City Hall in Saskatoon last Friday, over 500 at the
legislative building in Regina and likewise strikes have also been held in cities and towns across the
rest of the country over the past several months.
We have to act now because as Ada Dechene grade 7 student from Regina states: “Climate
change is important to kids because we will live with the effects the longest. Even though I can’t
vote or run for office yet, I still want people to notice that children care about climate change.” And
she also says: “I am really scared about what the future could be. I am worried that there will be
more tornadoes, droughts, floods and extreme weather events. I don’t want people to die because
of a thing that could have been stopped if people had taken it more seriously.”
It goes beyond the confirmed science. Children are scared. How we deal with climate change
is a critical discussion in which teachers and students should be actively engaged. It will be children
and youth who will be living with the effects of climate change for decades to come. And it will also
be children and youth who will be solving the problems, and we, the responsible adults, should be
supporting them and joining them.
This is also an important issue for education governance and curriculum. Across Canadian
post-secondary institutions, less than half have climate action or emission reduction plans; and
aside from a few provinces, the situation is worse in K-12. A focus on climate change is not yet
widespread in the curriculum at either level, and when included, tend to focus on learning the
science of climate change, rather than the action or behavorial, and socio-emotional aspects we
know are key to overcoming denial and hopelessness, and enabling change . Although Canada is a
signatory on the UN Convention Framework on Climate Change and Paris Agreement, which both
include requirements to address climate change through education, most Canadian provinces and
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territories have not yet stepped up to help students and staff respond and cope with climate
change and its impacts.
We can’t waste our time in the courts fighting a carbon tax - which by the way, on May 3 just
down the highway in Regina, SK, a majority of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeals agreed that a
price on carbon pollution is an essential part of the global effort to limit greenhouse gas emissions.
We also know that here in Canada, Indigenous people are disproportionately affected by
climate change. The people living most closely to the land experience the immediate losses and
change of lifestyle, language, and culture. A 16 year old black muslim climate activist from
Minnesota named Isra Hirsi states, “This movement is not one person, or one group. This
movement is all of us and we need to make sure we value those who are disproportionately
affected by this crisis. And allow those who are affected to lead.” And if we take a look at
Cowwessess First Nation, for example, we can see the incredible work they are doing to lead the
way with large scale solar and wind power production. We are fortunate to have two of the
founders of Idle No More speak with us tomorrow about the community education that sparked
from the Indigenous leaders of the Idle No More movement. And Eriel Deranger from Indigenous
Climate Action who is creating capacity for Indigenous leadership on climate change solutions. In
2017, about one-fifth of the renewable energy projects in Canada were owned and operated by
Indigenous communities, generating both clean power and jobs. We know that the transition to
renewable energy can be a just transition where society becomes more equal and sustainable at the
same time.
Thank you for joining us to discuss these important issues and how we can create increased
capacity and action on climate change through education across our schools and communities.
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